
Abstract Interpretations
of the Modern World



Ingo combines his distinctive technique with the eye of an accomplished architect. 
Technically brilliant and wonderfully detailed, the artworks bring the world’s 
cities to life as buildings animate in an intricate web of layered lines. Details are 
portrayed in perfect dimension and yet the artworks retain a sense of spontaneity 
and local ambience. Ingo is one of the best architectural visualisers of our time, 
and he renders a spectacular portrayal of iconic locations, anonymous alleys and 
characterful corners.

A highly successful architect as well as artist, Ingo has worked for several years with 
the great Norman Foster (Lord Foster of Thames Bank), and this intertwining 
of disciplines adds symbiotic richness to both his art and his design. He sources 
subject matter from his direct living environment, travels and architectural studies, 
constantly sketching and photographing the world, and these preliminary studies 
form the foundation of his painting. 

Ingo’s impression of the cityscape is one of constant change. The historical core of 
the centre changes beyond recognition over time, growing not only externally at 
its perimeter but transforming within itself too, as new replaces old.  He finds this 
relationship between ancient and modern, sometimes harmonious, sometimes 
confrontational, to be one of the most exciting aspects of contemporary 
architectural design. 



“The speed at which the city grows provides a fantastic 
field of study of the various stages of development, 
each particular scene only a frozen impression in time. 
In many respects, it is the relationship between these 
jigsaw pieces in the larger urban fabric that define the 
main subjects of my artwork.”



From an distance Ingo’s work is often perceived as the crisp line of drawn ink – the 
traditional medium for architectural studies – but approach the large-scale canvas more 
closely and his technique is unique. He never touches the canvas directly with any tool. 
He pours the paint freehand onto a horizontal canvas creating denser and denser lines 
until finally the details emerge. Gravity and the f lowing paint form the connection 
between his hand and the canvas in place of a brush – a ‘ f luid tool’. Once drawn no line 
can be corrected and with exceptional coordination the artist turns the challenge of 
control into a liberating process.

“For my smaller scale works I brief ly outline in pencil before I pour the paint, but my 
large scale scenes require a different approach. The distance to the surface is important 
to achieve the correct perspective, and so I apply a very few outlines by standing over 
the canvas and using a 6 iron golf club with a graphite piece attached. This method may 
be unusual, but it allows me to freely draw the bearings of the composition. I feel this is 
not dissimilar to the process of ancient Chinese calligraphy, using long utensils either 
drawing in sand or ink on paper. Then I start the most intense and intimate stage of the 
process by pouring the permanent medium of acrylic paint onto the horizontal canvas. 
I use a purely freehand motion creating denser and denser lines until finally the detail 
emerges. Nothing is projected or traced and each scene takes shape purely from my 
hand-eye coordination while looking at the various sketches or images I have created as 
inspiration and reference.”



This tension between the visual grid of our world’s most 
renowned buildings and the liquid flow of the line gives 
Ingo’s work a distinct vitality. The poured line intertwines-
widens-narrows, and as the outline emerges onto large-
scale canvases - it finally reveals a mesh of intricate detail 
that defines this worlds cities familiar constructs of brick 
and stone, glass and steel. 







Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
77” x 31”
£2,950

Story of an Era Passed





It is natural that the fluid media of 
poured paint is often compared 
to Pollock’s work and I admire his 
unique abstract interpretations of 
our modern world...



...However, my aim is to deal with the essence of architectural 
form and its inf luence on our mind - I would describe my work as 
abstract-realistic expression. 

The figurative work of Gustav K limt, Egon Schiele and Picasso 
have had a much greater inf luence on the direction of my work.  
They captured the essence of a subject through their excellent 
intuitive line drawings in various media. Further the  cityscapes 
of Claude Monet and Camille Pissarro impressed me deeply 
by their ability to reduce the lively street life to its essentials, 
sometimes even to an abstract degree and still convey the 
liveliness of Paris streets. 
 
“During my architectural studies I had the privilege to work 
with Prof. Hartmut Hornung an accomplished German painter 
and sculpturer who worked under Hridlicka in Vienna and who 
encouraged free hand drawings to express matter in a world that 
depends increasingly on technology. This enriching experience 
inf luenced the direction of my work, confirmed my search 
for expression in various media and ultimately inf luenced my 
current work.”





Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
59” x 24”
£2,650

Breathing in the Riverside





Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
39” x 39”
£2,650

Sacre Coeur from Tuileries Gardens



Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
35” x 42”

£2,650

Rue de Monttessuy







Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
35” x 35”
£2,250

Launching Gloriana, Richmond



Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
43” x 36”
£2,650

Westminster Above the Palace

Most of his works are bold 
compositions of black and white, 
abstracting the stringent detail 
of the architectural form, raising 
awareness of their complex visual 
density by displaying this visible 
‘back bone’.







At times he contrasts the built matter 
from their surrounding context by 
applying bold monochromic layers 
of ochre yellow, cadmium red or blue 
hues, as a tribute to the dramatic tones 
of the urban sky. This lends the scenes a 
deep sense of animation to each scene.



Framed Original Painting 
on Box Canvas

59” x 78”
£4,500

Big Ben Anticipation



Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
39” x 39”

£2,650

Westminster Ensemble



Framed Original Painting
on Box Canvas

35” x 43”
£2,650

Strolling Down Fifth 
to the Plaza



Framed Original Painting
on Box Canvas

47” x 59”
£3,350

The Empire State 
from 34th





Framed Original Painting on Box Canvas
35” x 43”
£2,650

From Greenwich Village



Born in Germany but now living in London, Ingo has been at the 
forefront of contemporary architectural studies in paint since 
the early 1990s, and both his art and his architecture are world 
renowned.

He has a natural eye for architecture – it has been his focus and 
curiosity since his early work for a steel construction firm in 
Germany, and graduation as a qualified architect in 2003. He 
worked at some of the most respected practices, including the 
associate role for Lord Foster in 2004-2009, realizing large scale 
projects from inception to completion - giving him a profound 
knowledge of how structure works, an impact that can be 
perceived in his art. 

He continues to combine the professional roles as both architect 
and artist and still practices as consultant for unique conceptual 
architectural projects within the increasing demand for his art 
work. This symbiotic relationship of intertwining disciplines 
lead to a rich cross experience in both fields, inf luencing the 
approach in either direction and enabled him to ref lect in 
his art the inherent engineering at play as well as the need for 
proportion and harmony, form and function. Always analysing 
his living environment in his unique city scenes he has been at 
the forefront of contemporary architectural studies in paint since 
the early 1990’s.



Over the past 22 years he has realized numerous art projects 
within Germany, Britain, South Africa, Australia and French 
Polynesia which have led to successful realisations in the United 
K ingdom, United Arabic Emirates and Saudi Arabia. His artwork 
is on display in Dubai, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, as well as across 
the UK and Europe.
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